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Abstract. Unmanned Aerial Vehicles (UAVs) are increasingly being utilized for 

the structural health assessment of on and off-shore structures. Visual inspection 

is the usual methodology for acquiring data from these structures, but there is 

often a need for contact based structural measurements, for example to assess 

local thickness on corroding structures. Conventional UAV platform dynamics 

have not traditionally allowed for such contact measurements. The limited dy-

namic control afforded by fixed plane rotor UAVs means that forward thrust (to 

apply contact forces for surface transduction) is only possible by tilting the whole 

platform, thus taking the UAV into a non-stationary state and limiting positional 

accuracy. An over-actuated UAV platform (with fully vectored thrust capability) 

may provide the required contact force for such thickness measurements whilst 

maintaining stable hovering next to the structure. The authors herein present a 

contact based ultrasonic thickness measurement technique, whereby an ultrasonic 

wheel probe deployed from a UAV was used to make single point and scanned 

measurements across a surface to provide a set of local thickness measurements.  

A 5MHz, dry-coupled, dual-element, ultrasonic wheel probe is used to measure 

the thickness of an aluminum sample plate with thicknesses of 8.2 mm, 4.5 mm 

and 3.2 mm, and a precision stepped calibration block with size from 31.5 mm to 

17.5 mm in steps of 1 mm, then steps of 0.1mm down to 16.5 mm over a total 

length of 500 mm. The thickness resolution obtainable from the ultrasonic wheel 

probe was typically 0.1 mm, and the positional accuracy attained from the over-

actuated deployment platform was 16.6 mm when performing single point meas-

urements.  
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1 Introduction 

Structural Health Monitoring (SHM) is instrumental in the continued efficient opera-

tion and management of civil, aerospace, energy generation, and industrial infrastruc-

ture. It provides a quantitative assessment of functionality and residual useful life. 

Through active monitoring of asset attributes such as mechanical vibration, strain or 

displacement at periodic intervals, a profile of the initial “damage free” structure is 

created. Degradation through fatigue, or spontaneous damage, is then quickly detecta-

ble by statistical pattern recognition using current data. A current structure status, com-

bined with accurate lifetime modelling, provides the opportunity to depart from time-

based maintenance in favor of condition-based strategies. As such, repair activity can 

be scheduled when most cost effective. This can be during planned down-time, safely 

in advance of when usage measurement and residual life estimation predict failure. 

 Contemporary SHM takes many forms. The simplest techniques are based on visual 

inspection, but monitoring increasingly employs an array of permanently installed sen-

sors distributed throughout the structure. Modal analysis techniques using arrays of ac-

celerometers, strain sensors and global positioning systems detect and quantify changes 

to structural vibration modes brought on by damage [1]. Embracing the Internet of 

Things (IoT) paradigm, [2] details a scalable architecture for networking multiple low-

cost, standardized transducers with the existing automated systems of an offshore plat-

form. Use of a distributed sensor network has also been shown to detect changes to 

stimulated acoustic emissions indicative of crack formation in wind turbine blade edges 

[3]. Another example measured strain throughout wind turbine blades via embedded 

Fiber Bragg Grating (FBG) sensor system [4], detecting faults in the blades, tower and 

other components via their changes to their coupled resonances. 

Common across multiple industrial sectors is corrosion monitoring. It is particularly 

prevalent in the oil and gas industry, seeing detailed ultrasonic corrosion mapping of 

pipelines and storage tanks [5]. Ultrasonic thickness measurement is similarly deployed 

in the nuclear industry to monitor of flow accelerated corrosion of pipes, with feasibility 

recently demonstrated for low power sensors mounted under insulation that are indi-

vidually polled by an inductive wand [6]. 

However, it is not always practical to embed a full suite of SHM sensors within a 

structure. Instead, periodic inspection may be conducted in person or with mobile ro-

botic assistance. Surface crawler and UAV solutions are widely adopted to gather re-

peatable measurements in locales with time consuming or otherwise hazardous physical 

entry requirements [7].  

SHM applications supported by UAV typically take the form of remote visual in-

spection. A pertinent example is found in the case of wind turbines, where UAV cap-

tured images are a primary means of assessing the state of the composite blade material, 

prone to weather based leading edge erosion and structural fatigue due to cyclical load-

ing [8], [9]. As edge erosion is a surface exposed damage mode, UAVs are readily able 

to detect this and other similar modes visually, screening turbines for significant deg-

radation requiring immediate remediation and precluding some instances of manned 

access. More advanced applications address the loss of context in discrete images via 

photogrammetric reconstruction [10], producing a 3D model and tracking geometry 
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changes through periodic inspection. Similar processes have been deployed for the in-

spection of bridges [11], [12], topographic surveys [13], nuclear storage cannisters [14] 

and industrial chimneys [15]. 

However, when assessing internal structural status, visual inspection is limited to 

indirect qualitative inference using features like staining or surface breaking cracks. To 

provide subsurface health status, most SHM methods require physical contact with the 

structure. This has previously presented a problem to aerial assessment methods. Aer-

odynamic features such as near surface turbulence and vortices downwind of tall struc-

tures require highly dynamic corrective action by a UAV agent. Challenges are exacer-

bated by the need to maneuver the multirotor to reject such disturbance while simulta-

neously applying force sufficient to hold a sensor in stationary contact as readings are 

taken. Combined with the variations in orientation for access around the complex sur-

face geometries of civil and industrial structures, aerial interaction for SHM is a non-

trivial challenge. 

Addressing such, presented herein is a multirotor UAV capable of conducting re-

mote, aerial, ultrasonic thickness measurement with a dry-coupling wheel probe. This 

may be deployed in sequential discrete point measurement and linear scanning modal-

ities. Demonstrations are made of this capability, supported by quantitative assessment 

of the impact of the floating platform on the ultrasonic thickness measurement accuracy 

and the strategy used to localize these measurements relative to the target.  

The remainder of this paper is structured as follows: Section 2 examines the meth-

odology for remote ultrasonic SHM by an aerial multirotor agent, and Section 3 details 

the results of laboratory flight testing using this system. Finally, potential future work 

and conclusions drawn from these findings are outlined in Section 4 and 5, respectively.  

2 Inspection System Overview 

2.1 Voliro Multirotor UAV 

The Voliro aerial manipulation platform [16], [17] of Fig. 1 grants a unique capability 

to address the challenges of aerial SHM. As an over-actuated system, it has more actu-

ators than dimensions of its aerial pose state. These effectors take the form of two main 

propeller pairs on arms extending from the craft center of mass and a reversible thrust 

tail rotor. As indicated, both propeller pairs may be independently oriented in two ro-

tational degrees of freedom (DoF) during flight. This allows arbitrary wrench genera-

tion and force and torque control across all translational and rotational axes, permitting 

stable flight at non-horizontal attitudes. The Voliro thus benefits from an enhanced dy-

namic freedom over conventional multirotor platforms with unidirectional thrust which 

must re-orient the entire craft to change their net thrust vector. Additionally, the Voliro 

may maintain body orientation while altering its thrust to exert a maximum of 3 kg in 

all directions. This permits efficient rejection of near-surface aerodynamic disturbances 

during stationary surface contact. 

As proximity to large structures can deny signals from Global Navigation Satellite Sys-

tems (GNSS) via radio wave blocking and introduce multi-path errors, the Voliro may 
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operate with several positioning technologies. Within the indoor laboratory environ-

ment translation and rotational 6 DoF pose estimation is provided by a Vicon motion 

tracker system [18]. This may be purposefully degraded to have accuracy similar to a 

typical GNSS system, allowing representative performance during testing. In flight the 

world frame positioning data is supplied to the UAV controller over Wi-Fi via a ground 

station PC linked to an onboard intel 17 NUC, both running the Robotic Operating 

System (ROS). Pose data (and other telemetry) is then shared with a Pixhawk Flight 

controller via a bi-directional serial link. The Pixhawk fuses pose data with measure-

ments from the onboard Inertia Measurement Unit (IMU) to derive an accurate position 

estimate, as with GNSS data. It also regulates UAV position and orientation in accord-

ance with pilot input. Power is supplied to the UAV from an onboard battery, but for 

convenience and extended flight duration, may alternately be provided from a domestic 

electrical outlet via a high-voltage DC tether. 

 

 
Fig. 1.  The over-actuated Voliro multirotor UAV. Annotations show the additional degrees of 

freedom about which the main propeller pairs may be independently rotated. 

2.2 Ultrasonic Instrumentation 

Lightweight ultrasonic instrumentation was embedded aboard the UAV in support of 

contact based SHM per Fig. 2. This proprietary ultrasonic pulse generator and receiver 

was developed for integration within small form factor mobile robots [19] and drove a 

25 mm diameter, dry-coupling, dual-element, 5 MHz wheel probe [20]. The dedicated 

transmit and receive, dual-element configuration is recommended for corrosive meas-

urement per international standards [21], [22], reducing sensitivity to surface roughness 

and dead-zone issues in thin samples. Further, the acoustic impedance and low attenu-

ation of the dry-coupling rubberized tire enabled ultrasonic coupling without an 

onboard reservoir of the conventional liquid gel. This reduced instrumentation payload 

and precluded issues of changing center of mass as the gel was dispensed. A total mass 

of 132 g and bounding dimensions of 136 mm x 61 mm x 33 mm made this combina-

tion well suited to UAV platform constraints.  
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Fig. 2.  Ultrasonic inspection system diagram. A cross-sectional view of the wheel probe shows 

the propagation route of the electrical and ultrasonic measurement signals through its dual pie-

zoelectric elements and the sample under test. 

 

Ultrasonic pulse transmission was initiated when the Field Programmable Gate Array 

(FPGA) received a command from the onboard PC. This caused the Field Effect Tran-

sistor (FET) to deliver a 180 V DC/DC boost converted single pulse excitation to one 

of the piezo elements within the wheel probe axel, and generating ultrasonic wave pack-

ets with 5 MHz center frequency. In the receiving pathway, ultrasonic signals reflected 

by the sample were converted to electrical pulses by the second piezo element. After 

passing through a variable gain transimpedance amplifier, the full A-scan waveform 

was captured by an 8-bit Analog to Digital Converter (ADC), operating at 100 Msps. 

This was stored in a 8192 byte buffer in FPGA memory, granting a maximum signal 

length of just under 82 μs duration at a variable delay following transmission. A-scans 

were transferred to the onboard PC via USB 2 connection and conditioned by a 60 dB 

band-pass filter attenuating noise outside ±2 MHz of the transducer center frequency. 

There, a custom interface node distributed them to the UAV ROS network. This 

node enabled logging and real-time inspection signal visualization from the ground sta-

tion. It also remotely triggered the transceiver at a 100 Hz pulse repetition frequency. 

Other ROS modules aided aggregation of measurements with UAV pose data, encoding 

their position relative to the target structure to enhance inspection context. 

2.3 Experimental Setup 

Prior to adoption, any novel SHM approach must be quantitatively profiled for accu-

racy. Thus, the aerial ultrasonic inspection system has been assessed within a controlled 

laboratory environment, wherein aspects of performance can be independently tested. 

Empirical trials are conducted against the rolled aluminum samples of Fig. 3, having 

known geometry and containing features representative of corrosive thickness loss.  

The flat plate sample had two pockets milled from its rear surface representative of 

large scale corrosion. It was used to test positioning repeatability and measurement per-

formance in thin samples approaching the accepted practical minimum thickness limit 

of one wavelength [21] (under 1.3 mm in aluminum). The bar sample was precision 
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machined to give a thickness staircase decreasing from 31.5 mm in 1 mm steps until a 

thickness of 17.5 mm, then in 100 μm steps to 16.5 mm. It was used to test the ability 

of the system to perform linear scans. Owing to manufacturing tolerances, the dimen-

sions of both samples vary slightly from the nominal dimensions of Fig. 3. Conse-

quently, the “as built” dimensions, determined by micron caliper measurements taken 

at regular intervals across the samples, were used as the reference for all considerations 

of ultrasonic thickness measurement accuracy. To assess the effects capability on the 

inspection process of non-horizontal, over-actuated flights, the samples were mounted 

vertically or on the underside of a 45° overhang. This served as an analog to an inspec-

tion scenario amid complex industrial structures.  

 

 
Fig. 3.  Photographs of the rear surface of the aluminum plate (a) and bar (b) samples. Annota-

tions give nominal geometry and cross-section profile. All dimensions are in millimeters.  

 

3 Results 

3.1 Multidirectional Structure Inspection 

To obtain ultrasonic measurements with the dry-coupling probe, the UAV must apply 

pressure to deform the rubber tire and expunge the air layer at its sample interface. By 

experimentation, this tire material and surface roughness combination required a mini-

mum of around 20 N. Further, the probe orientation must be within 10° of surface nor-

mal to align its piezo elements with the acoustically coupled region of the tire.  

As depicted in Fig. 4a and b, the over-actuated UAV was successfully re-orientated 

about its pitch axis to match the inspection surface normal by actuation of the propeller 

arms in mid-flight. It then generated additional force into the surface to meet the cou-

pling criteria and capture the ultrasonic A-scans of Fig. 4c and d while in stable contact, 

here sustained for over 2.5 s. The A-scan amplitudes varied with minor changes in cou-

pling, but have sufficient signal to noise ratio (SNR) for thickness measurement.  
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Fig. 4.  Inspections are performed against an aluminum test piece in (a) vertical and (b) over-

hanging orientations. Normalized ultrasonic A-scan signals captured at the center of the sample 

in each of these poses are given in (c) and (d) respectively.  

3.2 Ultrasonic Inspection Accuracy 

Thickness, 𝑑, may be derived from an ultrasonic A-scan by Eq. (1). 

 

 𝑑 = 𝑣𝑡 𝑛⁄  (1) 

 

Where: 𝑣 is the material speed of sound, 𝑡 is the signal time of flight, and 𝑛 is the 

number of transits made across the thickness of interest. The time of flight between 

subsequent back-wall echoes corresponds to two transits of the sample thickness and is 

computed via auto-correlation. This yields a symmetrical waveform immune to changes 

in the first-echo position caused by variation in tire deformation force. Applying the 

Hilbert Transform then demodulates the signal, removing the 5 MHz piezo center fre-

quency and yielding an amplitude envelope. The time of flight corresponds to the time 

of the first local maximum with positive lag, found by simple peak detection algorithm.  

The speed of sound for each sample completes Eq. (1) and was evaluated by record-

ing the time of flight across a known thickness. From the average of 2000 readings of 

the plate and bar samples, the measured speeds of sound were 6417 m/s and 6405 m/s, 

respectively, agreeing with the standard range for rolled aluminum [23]. 

Using the recorded ultrasound data from repeated contact inspections across multiple 

flight trials, system accuracy is quantified by the error between the numerical thickness 

and the “as built” sample reference geometry. The measurement error distribution from 

the vertical and overhanging plate sample inspections is described in Table 1. 
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Table 1.  Error distribution statistics in ultrasonic thickness versus reference geometry. 

Sample  

Orientation 

Number of 

Samples 

Mean Error 

[mm] 

Mean Absolute 

Error  

[mm] 

5th Percentile 

Error [mm] 

95th Percentile 

Error [mm] 

Vertical 3868 -0.048 0.099 -0.218 0.102 

45° Overhang 1482 -0.054 0.092 -0.225 0.160 

 

The error metrics for both orientations were broadly similar, indicating performance 

was maintained across interaction orientations, though 5th to 95th percentile range indi-

cates a slight increase in variability in the overhanging case. With the mean absolute 

error close to 0.1 mm, the single ultrasonic measurement accuracy was comparable to 

typical hand-held, commercial thickness gauges [24], [25]. Further improvement is at-

tainable via averaging of multiple readings. In both trials, mean error approached the 

theoretical thickness resolution limit of 0.032 mm given by the instrumentation sam-

pling rate and speed of sound in aluminum. Accuracy was within the ±0.5 mm reported 

for typical in situ manual thickness gauging [26], [27]. 

3.3 Positioning Encoding Uncertainty 

For this assessment, a total of 11 measurement interactions were completed with the 

vertical plate sample, each holding stationary contact for at least 2 s. Null ultrasonic 

readings acquired out of contact with the surface were discarded by evaluation of their 

maximum amplitude relative to a noise threshold. The position of the remaining signals 

on the sample were then derived by projection from the UAV pose at the time of meas-

urement, using the direction of the probe arm, to the point of intersection with the sam-

ple face. The uncertainty associated with the position encoding of these measurements 

when considering the UAV internal pose estimate was then evaluated by considering 

their distribution. As the probe position was constant during contact, taking the linear 

displacement of each ultrasonic reading from the mean of those in the same interaction 

allowed comparison across multiple contact instances for a total of 3874 samples. The 

resultant distribution given in Table 2 provided a measure for confidence in the position 

of any single reading within the context of the SHM process. 

 

Table 2.  Position uncertainty distribution statistics. 

Number of 

Samples 

Mean 

[mm] 

90th Percentile 

[mm] 

95th Percentile 

[mm] 

Maximum 

[mm] 

3874 5.13 9.49 11.01 16.55 

 

From the worst case position encoding deviation of 16.55 mm recorded for any one 

measurement, it may be concluded that the internal position estimate of the system is 

sufficient for localization of large-scale, flat pitting, uniform, or mesa-type corrosive 
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thickness loss features to within an acceptable margin. However, if the application en-

tails detailed corrosion mapping of features at a scale much below 10 mm, then addi-

tional measurements should be taken to increase positional certainty.  

3.4 Scanning Acquisition 

Leveraging the Voliro capability for dynamic environmental interactions, scanning 

measurements were conducted. Rolling the wheel probe in continuous contact along 

the surface of the stepped bar sample, and combining the recorded A-scans, the cross-

sectional B-scan view depicted in figure 5 was produced.  

 
Fig.5.  A B-scan cross-sectional view captured by rolling the wheel probe along the stepped bar 

sample surface. This shows variation in sample thickness with time along the UAV flightpath 

over two passes across the sample, from the thinnest end, to the thickest and back again in under 

65 s. Derived numerical thickness is also plotted.  

 

Within figure 5, the relative thickness of the part under inspection is clearly visible 

in the time difference between the front-wall echo (received after around 12 µs, with 

slight variation due to changes in tire compression) and the first back-wall echo. It is 

also observed in the time between subsequent backwall echoes. All thickness features 

within the swept path along the bar sample were successfully captured in multiple data 

points, however the scale of the 0.1 mm steps relative to the ultrasonic measurement 

accuracy means they appear more as a linear gradient. Asymmetry in the B-scan image 

arises owing to variation in the UAV rolling speed between the outward and return 

motions. This was a due to a sudden reduction in rolling resistance at the transition from 

the static to dynamic mode. The resultant burst of motion was challenging to sustain 

within the acoustic coupling criteria. In spite of this the integrated system maintained 

the acoustic coupling conditions with sufficient consistency to resolve thickness fea-

tures at the surface parallel pitch under test over two passes. 
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4 Future Work 

In light of these findings, possible avenues for future work are identified. Development 

of the scanning process to improve the speed and stability of surface traversal would 

permit the time efficient acquisition of densely sampled corrosion maps. Additional 

surface-relative position sensors could improve position encoding precision, augment-

ing resolution of small features and repeatability between scans. Additional possibilities 

may be found in the incorporation of sensing modalities beyond the ultrasonic testing 

used here. Such developments increase applicability to SHM scenarios where time in-

tensive and hazardous inspection methods would conventionally be deployed. 

5 Conclusions 

In summary, a prototype for an aerial contact based inspection system to support remote 

structural monitoring has been presented. Challenges of stability and repeatability 

within the context of contact-based ultrasonic inspection from aboard a UAV have been 

addressed. Employing an over-actuated aerial manipulator platform in conjunction with 

a dry-coupling ultrasonic wheel probe, sustained interaction supportive of remote ul-

trasonic thickness measurement has been demonstrated in multiple flight orientations, 

successfully interacting with vertical, inclined, and overhanging structural features. 

These scenarios are supportive of corrosion monitoring activity in a range of SHM ap-

plications. Further, this article has presented a quantitative characterization of aerial 

ultrasonic thickness measurement accuracy and the ability of the system to locate these 

data relative to the inspection target. Lastly, the ability of the integrated UAV system 

to perform rolling, time-encoded, cross-sectional B-scan profiling has been docu-

mented and suggestions made for further development in future work. 
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